
PEST ANALYSIS OF TOY INDUSTRY IN UK

The barrier of entry to the Toy industry is very low, this given new and up and coming entrepreneurs We will write a
custom essay sample on Environment Analysis of Toy Industry . pay and benefits, some that we in the UK take for
granted on a daily basis (health and safety, Severance pay, etc.) Political Environment.

Economic Environment The manufacturing of products for the toy industy for any years has mainly relied on
Chinese manufactering, due to the combination of cheap labor and undervalued currency has been a very
attractive recipe for keeping production costs as low as possible. Sometimes two additional factors,
environmental and legal, will be added to make a PESTEL analysis, but these themes can easily be subsumed
in the others. This arrangement might be very profitable to the toy industry, but does make them very
susceptible to problems within in China itself. This has had the impact of raising costs on production within
the industry, but these regulations can vary in different countries, but are generally set the same throughout the
EU, with safety at the forefront of production. The Lego Foundation encouraging learning through play, thus
empowering children 2. Political Environment The politiacl envirment is more driven towrds trade restriction
within China and Chinese currency develpoments, as most of toy trade is manufactoered within its counry. A
PEST analysis is one of them that is merely a framework that categorizes environmental influences as
political, economic, social and technological forces. Lego sets are sold in more than countries and the
company sees children as its role models and continuously strives to create the best for them. Digital
transformation to be a game changer for the toy industry 2. A problem like this looms over every toy company
that uses manufacturing plants in China. It is crucial for a company to consider its environment before relating
with the public or customers. Weakness This section is available only in the 'Complete Report' on purchase.
The external analysis is utilized to understand how all the six factors, namely, political, economical,
technological, legal and environmental affect Lego Company's growth trajectory and its business and market
strategy. Lego is still struggling with its patent issues. While consuming, they are also multitasking. This can
be very complicated and confusing for example both Mattel and Hasbro have the rights to the board game
Scrabble Hasbro has rights in North America, Mattel has them everywhere else. PEST analysis 'Political,
Economic, Social and Technological analysis''' describes a framework of macro-environmental factors used in
the environmental scanning component of strategic management. Lego group has kept itself neutral in political
issues, it tends to shy away from politics and this policy has been noticed in various occasions. Hasbro then
made a slow and clunky official version bemoaned by fans of Scrabulous. This aggressive The market is also
growing year on year with birth rates rising throughout the world, with the U. Investments in capacity
expansion and digital developments emerging as strong growth drivers: Lego Group has made significant
investments in capacity expansion and digital play domain which are turning out as strong growth drivers. In
recent years the market has been influenced by changing consumer tastes, with children opting for more
sophisticated video games and electronic toys. As such, it is used by business leaders worldwide to build their
vision of the future. Just because of these reasons, parents having a high disposable income and also increasing
the spending power towards their child. PEST is an acronym for political, economic, social and technological
analysis. For instances, parents can afford to spend on expensive toys like LEGO to satisfy their children.
Threat This section is available only in the 'Complete Report' on purchase. Foreign currency fluctuations pose
a major risk for Lego Social 1. This may not be a problem throughout the E. This has rising to in and said to
be having serious consequences , with kids ages 8 to 18 spending on average  The social The radical and
ongoing changes occurring They are growing up more rapidly, as younger and younger children are taking up
technological toys and spending vast time on the internet. The risk from these platforms is very high and is on
the increase, as with prices continue to drop on cell phones and technological other gadgets, children are
adopting to them earlier in their lives, with these devices offering gaming and entertainment at a very low cost
and on occasions no cost at all to download. In addition, the focus is now towards; the own-label share of the
business mix, the supply chain and other operational improvements, which can drive costs out of the business.
LEGO and LEGO DUPLO elements undergo a series of rigorous physical and chemical tests such as bite test,
impact test, drop test, color and substance migration, hazard migration, compression test and hazard
classification. Competitive Rivalry in the Industry The Completive rivalry in the toy industry is fierce and
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diluted with numerous alternatives popping up everyday, with new platforms arising contentiously within this
business sector, with companies and new toy products fighting for the limited shelf space, within all the same
stores throughout the retailing world, with companies using all the resources possible to gain the competitive
advantage over their competitors. You cannot imagine the amount of hard work and research that is involved
whenever a new product or commercial utility is launched. Francis Aguilar is referred to as the originator of
this tool. There is a big opportunity for Lego as a toy maker, in emerging markets, many of which are still
untapped to full potential. These are the results of a new study of 1, U. Based on the statement of International
Monetary Fund IMF , they believe that there have to be taken political action to limit the downside risk of the
Euro area.


